MEMBER INSIGHTS
SERVICE
Our complimentary program to support studios using the FitGrid Class App

STRATEGY: DRIVE REVENUE USING MEMBER INSIGHTS
TO MARKET PRIVATE VIRTUAL HOLIDAY CLASSES
This document offers a step by step outline on how you can create programs to drive revenue using the
insights collected from the FitGrid Class App.

PROGRAM: PRIVATE VIRTUAL HOLIDAY CLASSES
(OFFERED BY REQUEST)
In this program we target clients who want to offer friends and family a shared fitness experience as a way
of getting together for the holidays. Based on whether they identify as "reserved" or "outgoing,' we give
you two different ways to market the class.
We assume a class price of $299, out of which you would pay your instructor $50, but you can choose
whatever you think appropriate. If 4 clients end up wanting to host their own events, you have driven in an
additional $1,000. That’s great!
It takes 6 simple steps and less than 30 minutes of work to set this up and send it out. Don’t worry, we give
you precise details for each step.
Review Member Insights Data we sent you (5 minutes)
Create the classes in MB (5 minutes)
Build your email using the example emails provided below (20 minutes)
Copy the emails provided into your preferred email program (e.g. Mailchimp)
Send the message to clients
Take the positive responses and build your program

NOTE: If you don’t have enough data from the Class App to make this meaningful, then you’ll want to
encourage more of your clients to download the app. You can also encourage your instructors to ask clients
to download the app so the insights clients provide through the app yield a better studio experience.
For more resources and FitGrid Class App Support visit https://fitgrid.com/class-app-resource-library/
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REVIEW MEMBER INSIGHTS DATA:
Each week, you will receive a summary of client insights, including information on which clients consider
themselves to be "reserved" and which clients consider themselves to be "outgoing." You can use that
information to divide your clients into segments and deliver messaging that speaks to each personality
type.
Example of OVERVIEW FILE:
Look for the Category: “Personality”. You can also review this file to see what other interesting trends you
spot.

Example of DETAIL FILE
Copy the cell with the email addresses and paste them into your email creator (e.g. Mailchimp)

For more resources and FitGrid Class App Support visit https://fitgrid.com/class-app-resource-library/
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CREATING CLASSES IN MINDBODY:
In your Mindbody account, create a new service category called “Private Virtual Events.”
Add a class for this service category and call it “Private Virtual Event.” You do not need to add a schedule at
this time.
Add a class description:
Example: This private 60-minute virtual experience includes our “Slow Flow" class, which begins and
ends with Savasana. With an even slower pace than our Power yoga classes, this class is great for
anyone looking to increase mobility, stamina and strength. This class sticks to basic postures with an
emphasis on exploration of sensation, mobility and settling the nervous system. All levels of fitness will
feel encouraged by this class.
Add a pricing option for this service category called “Private Virtual Event.” Our suggested pricing is
$299, but feel free to alter that to fit your studio demographics.

SUGGESTED VERBIAGE FOR EMAIL TO CLIENTS
IDENTIFIED AS "OUTGOING"
Sheltering in Place does not have to mean that this year’s holiday festivities are canceled! You might be
thinking that a "Virtual Happy Hour" is the easy solution to close out the year, but we're challenging you to
dive deeper.
Create something memorable for your employees(/family/friends) that's designed with intention and
inclusivity. [Studio Name] offers private 60-minute virtual experiences including our “Slow Flow" class,
which begins and ends with Savasana. This virtual party is a great way to bring all of your favorite people
together to do something that you love!
Interested in having [Studio Name] help you have a relaxing holiday? Just reply to this email to let us know
what day and time you would like to book your event!

For more resources and FitGrid Class App Support visit https://fitgrid.com/class-app-resource-library/
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SUGGESTED VERBIAGE FOR EMAIL TO CLIENTS
IDENTIFIED AS "RESERVED"
The holidays are here! Does the idea of another Zoom Happy Hour with your family have you crawling
under a blanket? Let [Studio Name] help you create something memorable for your
employees(/family/friends) that's designed with intention and inclusivity.
We offer a private 60-minute virtual experience that includes our “Slow Flow" class, which begins and ends
with Savasana. Our instructor will do a great job of making sure that all of your virtual party guests feel
encouraged and engaged.
Interested in having [Studio Name] help you have a relaxing holiday? Just reply to this email to let us know
what day and time you would like to book your event!

IT’S A YEAR TO THINK CREATIVELY AND USE DATA TO
INCREASE YOUR CLIENT ENGAGEMENT. TRY THIS
IDEA AND LET US KNOW IF WE CAN SUPPORT YOU!

For more resources and FitGrid Class App Support visit https://fitgrid.com/class-app-resource-library/

